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Child labor causes effects and solutions

A child must not be put to work at the expense of his or her education and dreams. Child labour reduces the possibility for minors to enjoy childhood, go to school and achieve decent success. It condemns them to life with limited opportunities. It is therefore necessary to ensure that every child is protected
and not used for cheap labour. It is not only the responsibility of parents to eradicate child labour, but also the work of the government and society. Child labour refers to the use of children as a source of labour, while depriving them of their fundamental rights in the process of growth and development.
Such rights include the opportunity to enjoy your childhood, regularly attend school, calmly mind and live a dignified life. Child labour may also cover the practice of exploiting children for financial gain. Some sectors employ children to reduce labour costs because their wage demand is low. Work that puts
children in a situation that is socially, mentally, physically or morally harmful and dangerous is also defined as child labour because it ignores the well-being of such children. If children are taken to carry out work which is legally prohibited for children of a certain age group, this type of work is also referred
to as child labour. According to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the term child labour is often defined as work that deprives children of childhood, their potential and dignity, and is detrimental to physical and mental development.  According to UNICEF, child labour is the percentage of children
involved in child labour activities during the survey. (a) children aged 5 to 11 years who, during the week before the survey, had an economic activity of at least one hour or at least 28 hours of household work, and (b) children aged 12 to 14 years who had at least 14 hours of economic activity or at least
42 hours of economic activity and domestic work during the week before the survey, and work combined. Child labour in Pakistan. Child labour is child labour in Pakistan, which causes them mental, physical, moral and social harm. The Pakistan Commission on Human Rights estimates that in 1996 the
average age of a child entering the labour force was 7 years, up from eight in 1994. It was estimated that one quarter of the country's workforce is made up of children. According to the Daily Times, on July 10, 2018, when the Annual Report of the Society for the Protection of Children's Rights (SPARC)
was launched, the 2017 Annual Report of the State of The Children of Pakistan reported that 22.6 Pakistani children are currently out of school, while the budget allocation for education is 2.5 percent of Pakistan's total gross domestic product. According to the Daily Times, 03 August 2018, there are about
70 million children in the world of work, of which about 3.8 million children are registered as child laborers.  Child labour is caused by several factors. Some of these are: children from poor families may be forced to work to support their siblings and parents or to supplement household income if the
expenditure is more than their parents' income. This is a huge problem, especially in developing countries, where parents are unable to earn income because of employment opportunities or lack of education. For parents and children it is important to understand that they can work hard and make
something great of themselves. The low desire of parents and children is the main cause of child labour, because in such a situation, which is employed in a local factory or sells groceries on the streets, it is the usual way of life. They do not seek to become professionals in society or great entrepreneurs.
3. Huge demand for unskilled workers. The demand for unskilled workers is another reason for child labour. Children are mostly unskilled and provide a cheap source of labour, making them an attractive option for many greedy employers. Employers of this kind can also force children to work in
disadvantaged working conditions. Society, with many educated people, understands the importance of going to school and following dreams. Illifabism, on the other hand, makes it difficult for many people to play an role in education. Most illiteinas don't provide support for children, and they can't go to
school and can't build a solid foundation for future success. Marrying at an early age is a major factor contributing to overcrowding. Young parents can have many children because they remain fertile for a long time. Many children who have little or no resources to support lead to child labour. Older
children are forced to work to help their parents support the family. 6. High educational costs. Quality education is much more expensive in Pakistan. For many parents living in poverty, the priority is to provide food to the family because education is too expensive to afford, especially when there are many
children to pay school fees. Instead of allowing children to stay at home because of a lack of money to send them to school, parents choose to have them work as unskilled workers to help support the family. Children's work has a number of negative consequences. Some of these include: 1. Loss of
quality childhood. It is important for people to enjoy every stage of their development. The child should play with friends and make memories of a lifetime. Therefore, child labour the loss of quality childhood, because children will be denied the opportunity to enjoy the amazing experiences that come with
their young. A child forced to work will miss many good things related to childhood. Child labour can also cause health problems due to poor care and poor working conditions. It is also unlikely that people who employ children have the moral capacity to ensure that they have good working conditions.
Working in places such as mines and factories with poor conditioners can cause lifelong health problems for children working in these places. It's not a pleasant experience to keep working as a child while your age mates are out playing and going to school. Children also lack the ability to protect
themselves from most problems that occur in the workplace. Issues such as discrimination, sexual exploitation and unfavourable working hours can cause spiritual disappointment to these children. Child labour can also lead to a lack of emotional growth and thus selfishness. Children who are employed
do not have time to go to school. They spend a lot of time on their workstations as days and years go by. The lack of education and illiness makes them individuals with limited employment opportunities. Education also prepares a person for a number of challenges in society.   An illiterate person believes
that strength is the only answer to almost all the challenges that have arisen. These are some of the ways to tackle child labour: free education is key to eradicating child labour. Parents who do not have money for school fees can use it as an opportunity to provide their children with an education.   Child
labour should not be entertained at all. This is legally and morally wrong. Children should not be allowed to provide a workforce at the expense of educational education and enjoyment of childhood. Shopkeepers, shopkeepers and industries should not, among other things, employ children.   3. Create
demand for qualified and trained workers. By creating demand for skilled and trained workers, child labour cases will decrease as almost all child workers belong to an unskilled working group. This will lead to mature employment, with increased demand for skilled labour. The establishment of skills-based
training centres, vocational training centres and technical training institutions improves literacy and facilitates access to the labour market for qualified and trained workers.   Raising awareness of the illegality of child labour can also help to stop this practice. Parents should be aware that sending their
children to work and illegal practices. Campaigning to raise awareness of its harmful effects, eliminate children's work practices. Government, together with non-governmental organisations and civil society strategy to develop such an initiative in this regard. 5. Increasing the opportunities for poor people.
Poor people are the most affected by child labour. Poor living standards and financial constraints sometimes make them unel willed by the participants in this commitment. Increasing the opportunities for the poor through knowledge and income projects would significantly reduce child labour. Parental
literacy also plays an important role in not using minors as a source of work. Empowering parents with this type of knowledge can bring about positive changes in society and discourage children from working in communities. Child labour is not only a disappointment to the rights of the child, but also a
symbol of a society that has lost its way. We must therefore all strive to ensure that children's fundamental rights are protected and that they are given the opportunity to go after their dreams and aspirations. The future is much brighter if the younger generation has a good basis for success. The child's
innocence must never be taken away to facilitate the lives of young people. This is both unfair and morally unacceptable. Child labor exists, even if laws and standards to prevent it exist. The current reasons for global child labor are similar to its causes in the U.S. 100 years ago, including poverty, limited
access to education, the repression of workers' rights, and limited bans on child labor. The poverty and unemployment rates are high. Poor children and their families can rely on child labour to improve their chances of reaching basic sources. More than one quarter of the world's population lives in
extreme poverty, according to 2005 N. statistics. Increased poverty in parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America is forcing many children to become child workers. Access to compulsory free education is limited. Photo: David Parker in 2006, about 75 million children were out of school, limiting future



opportunities for children and their communities. A 2009 report by the UN estimates that achieving universal education for the world's children would cost $10-30 billion - about 0.7% - 2.0% of the annual cost of global military spending. Existing legislation or codes of conduct is often violated. Even if there
are laws or codes of conduct, they are often violated. For example, the production and export of products often involve several layers of production and outsourcing, which can make it difficult for whoever performs the work at each stage of the process. Large subcontracting may, intentionally or
inadvertently, conceal the use of child labour. Carpet Weaver Nepal, 1993 Photo: David Parker's laws and executions are often insufficient. Child labour laws around the world are often not enforced or include exceptions that allow child labour to exist in some sectors, as agriculture or domestic work. Even
in countries where there are strong child labour laws, labour departments and labour inspectorates are often underfunded and under-resourced, or courts may not comply with the law. Similarly, many state governments allocate little resources to enforce child labour laws. National legislation Often includes
exceptions Examples of Nepal's minimum age of 14 for most of the work... plantations and brick furnaces are exempt. Kenya bans children under 16 from industrial work... but does not include agriculture. Bangladesh sets minimum age for labor... rules on household chores or agricultural work. Workers'
rights are being suppressed. Workers' ability to organise trade unions affects international protection of basic labour standards, including child labour. Attacks on workers' ability to organise make it more difficult to improve working standards and living standards in order to prevent child labour. For
example, 5 000 workers were made redundant in 2010 and, according to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, 2 500 employees were arrested. The global economy is reinforcing the impact of some factors. Photo: David Parker As a multinational corporation to expand across borders,
countries often compete for jobs, investment and industry. This competition sometimes slows down child labour reform, encouraging corporations and governments to look for low labour costs by resisting international standards. Some U.S. legislation has begun to include labor standards and child labor
as criteria for preferential trade and federal contracts. However, international free trade rules may prohibit respect for child labour or workers' rights. The impact of poverty in developing countries is often aggravated by high interest payments on development loans. Structural adjustments associated with
these loans often require governments to reduce education, health and other public programs, further harming children and increasing pressure on them to become child workers. Debt and Child Welfare Example in sub-Saharan Africa Although the region receives $10 billion in aid annually, it loses more
than $14 billion in debt payments each year, according to MediaGlobal. In Malawi, the country spends 40% of its GDP on repaying foreign creditors, but only 15% of GDP is spent on health and education together. Combined.
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